DEVELOPING STUDENT ENGAGEMENT PROGRAMMING

Engagement Through Competition

At Georgia Southern University, we believe student engagement programs are one of the best ways that students learn. By letting them dive in and get their hands wet, these opportunities give them the chance to use their classroom education in real-world applications.

At events like the Three Day Startup (3DS) and regional Fast Pitch Competitions, students learn to put together business plans and pitch their product ideas to angel investors who give them substantive feedback. By getting involved with workplace organizations like SHRM, students can make lasting and meaningful connections with professionals in their field.

Engagement Through Community

Service learning is another opportunity for Georgia Southern students to apply what they learn from the professors and textbooks in order to make an impact locally and throughout the state. And by participating in real-world simulations and other learning exercises, students gain a real appreciation for working towards collective goals while appreciating their individual differences.

Our industry partners are essential assets in fostering the growth and development of our students. Whether they are locally-owned or statewide corporations, these learning opportunities teach valuable collaboration and teamwork skills necessary for today’s dynamic workplace.

Engagement Through Cooperation

Engagement Through Industry

Society for Human Resource Management

K&M Hardwoods

Southern Harvest

Parker’s